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Minutes for meeting CIOS LPC Wednesday 7th May 2014 Kingsley Village 

Apologies:  Hazel Drew, Ian Bloxham, Graham Brack 
 

1. Welcome: John welcomed everybody to the first meeting on the new committee, in particular Neil 
Ham and Verity Spear as two new members. He thanked everybody for their voting on the executive 
positions and confirmed the exec as John as chair, Nick as vice chair and Clare as treasurer. Clare 
Ingram proposed that Phillip continue his tenure as Chief Officer, Nick Kaye seconded and the 
committee all voted in favour. 

2. Confirmation of minutes of last meeting: A copy of was circulated and the minutes approved. It was 
agreed then the minutes would be circulated within 2 weeks of a meeting and made available on our 
website for our contractors to view. 

3. Correspondence: The Pharmacy in St.Stephens has been approved. The GP practice in Bugles 
application for a Pharmacy has not been approved. The appeal for Sainsburys in Penzance is still 
ongoing. 

4. Treasurer’s Report: The budget for 2014/15 was circulated, agreement with the budget was 
proposed by Jon Reseigh and seconded by Rosie McDermott, all voted in favour. The expense policy 
was circulated, point 17 was discussed – and it was proposed that the entertaining allowance for 
lunch be increased to £10 by Nick Kaye and seconded by Neil Crozier, all voted in favour. Agreement 
with the expense policy was proposed by John Varnish and seconded by Jon Reseigh, all voted in 
favour. A new claim form was circulated , a change suggested and when completed the new form will 
be placed on the website for use. 

5. Area Team Update: Janet Newport from the area team joined the meeting, she discussed who’s who 
in the area team now and who should be contacted for different issues. Janet also discussed incident 
reporting and how Pharmacy’s can make the Area Team aware of critical incidents / significant 
events with reference to the MHRA Patient Safety Alert March 2014. John thanked her for coming. It 
was agreed by the committee that we would respond to thank her for coming and that  two 
members of the committee Clare and Susanna would contact Janet to further discuss what the LPC 
could do to support the Area Team with this, 

6. Lead’s Update: 

 Alcohol and Substance Abuse  - John thanked Dalia Morgenstern for joining us to discuss 
this. Dalia discussed our achievements so far: All Pharmacy’s being able to offer the needle 
exchange service if they wish to. IBA service review by the committee led to an increased 
offering of the service by Pharmacy’s. For the future we could consider looking at: the 
supporting of holding substance misuse clinics run by Addaction from Pharmacies / Alcohol 
home detox – Angela Andrews who discussions for this have been with, is currently off sick 
and so Phillip will look at who else he could contact to support with the initiative / Hepatitis 
B & C dry spot testing / Vaccinations for hepatitis B & C by Pharmacies. The committee raised 
that contractors are concerned that they are not always able to contact addaction on their 
24 hour line and PY and DM will raise this at their nest meeting with addaction. 
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 Pharmoutcomes: Still awaiting the area team to confirm a ‘go-live’ date. Concerns that some 
of the enhanced service forms are now running out, have been raised by contractors, PY will 
seek guidance from the area team, it was also suggested that contractors contact the area 
team direct if they have issues. 

 Hospital to Home: This has still not yet been put onto pharmoutcomes; there is an interim 
form that is to be used whilst awaiting the pharmoutcomes update. Whenever anyone from 
the committee is in contact with contractors can they please engage them with the service, 
we will also get a letter of engagement sent to contractors with the updated form to support 
the service. It was suggested that it would be good to share best practice for the service and 
Verity offered to let Phillip know her insights of the service to share with contractors. Phillip 
will also get and share the information of which Pharmacies are receiving faxes and not 
actioning them and committee members will contact stores to offer support. This can then 
be reviewed at the next meeting. 

 Flu: Phillip had a meeting with the area team to discuss flu for 2014 / 15, he was informed at 
the meeting that the area team do not have funding for a Pharmacy Flu Service for this year. 
It was decided that Phillip will contact Devon LPC and we would see if the two LPCs can 
together write to the Area Team to express their concerns over this as we believe that this is 
a service that Pharmacy could successfully provide. If no response is forthcoming then Phillip 
will contact the LMC and discuss what support Pharmacy could provide for them with flu 
vaccinations. 

 Contractor Support: No update 

 EPS: Propose that we invite Eric Waller the SW England lead for CHIC EPS to a meeting to 
discuss EPS2 and in particular the use of the system for acute medicines  and how notes on 
repeat forms can be transferred with EPS2. We would like to set up a list of a variety of 
Pharmaies who are using EPS2 across Cornwall and who would be happy to support other 
Pharmacies as they go live with EPS2. We also propose to discuss EPS2 with the LMC. 
(Propose that we come up with an agenda for what we at the LPC would like to discuss with 
the LMC). 

 Dementia: No update at this time. John will check on the Devon pilot and feedback at the 
next meeting. 

 Support for the frail elderly: This is the Newquay pilot; we have permission from the area 
team to carry out MURs in patients homes. We have carried out 60+ home visits and would 
like to get this independently analysised to support a business case for domiciliary MURs. 
Nick will discuss with Mike Willcox if we have enough data and how much he would charge 
to do this work and report back to the committee. 

 Pharmacy Technician aiding with discharge: The pilot in Newquay hospital is working well, it 
was hoped that it would feed into the domiciliary MUR service but not enough people who 
use Newquay hospital live in the pilot area. This has been funded through the LPF until the 
end of June. 

 Dressings: We are supporting the role out of the scheme across Cornwall. Newquay, 
Penzance, Hayle and St.Ives have now gone live. The District Nurses are looking at other 
areas. 

 Nutrition; No current update 
7. Almirall: John thanked Almirall for sponsoring today’s meeting. The rep Tony Meehan gave an 

informative talk on Eklira Genuair for COPD and Consetta for IBS with constipation. 
8. AGM: The LPC AGM will be held on Monday May 12th at Kingsley Village before a joint evening with 

the LPF. Please encourage attendance. 
9. Public Health Funds: It is understood that public health have around £5000 to support the training of 

Healthcare Assistants to level 2 – this funding is for attending the training and meals, there is no 
backfill payments in this fund, it will equate to around 100 assistants. They may also have some 
funds to support with mental health learning for Pharmacists, learning needs would need to be 
identified and then look at training and funds to support with this. 

 
A.O.B 



 Warner Chillcott have set up an Asacol adherence programme, named ‘Assure’. Would the 
LPC support Pharmacists carrying out the programme, funding for this would need to go 
through a company or the LPC. It was felt that this would be difficult to set up with the LPC, 
and individual contractors could make their own decisions. 

 
 

 
Next meetings: Wednesday 2nd July and Wednesday 10th September 
 
Next Steps: 
 

 Minutes to be circulated and put on the website within 2 weeks of a meeting 

 PY to respond t Janet re incident reporting 

 All leads to try and bring data about their area to meetings to facilitate discussions on where support 
is necessary 

 PY to email a reminder to contractors re invoices for training of the IBA service and any outstanding 
claims 

 PY & DM to raise contractor concerns about contacting Addaction on their 24 hour line.  

 PY to email contractors the contact numbers for addaction to ensure they have the right contacts 

 PY contact the area team re guidance for forms for enhanced services 

 PY to send contractors a letter of engagement with the updated hospital to home flyer 

 VS to share her hospital to home insights with PY to share with contractors 

 PY follow up on flu with the Area Team and Devon LPC and contact the LMC to discuss 

 Invite Eric Waller to a meeting 

 NK to discuss analysis of the domiciliary MUR pilot with Mike Willcox 
 


